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Abstract—Traffic congestion is one of the main problems in transportation sector and it causes a lot of drawbacks to public. The traffic light system is used to reduce the level of occurring traffic congestion. Generally, the available traffic light systems use a fixed time setting. This old traffic control system is no longer able to manage the ever-changing traffic conditions effectively and efficiently, causing a long queue of vehicles. To overcome this problem, a traffic light control system that can adapt to actual conditions of road density and can run automatically is offered. This system utilizes Google Map API as a road density data source. The result of this study is a traffic control system that can adjust the green light time duration based on the obtained density values and density trends. Simulation of this adaptive system as well as simulation results analysis. A prototype of this adaptive control system was also produced in this study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is the fourth most populous country in the world, with a total population of 265 million [1]. Besides creating positive impacts, this large population also creates many negative consequences. One of the them is traffic congestion. Traffic congestion commonly occurs in areas with high population density and a high percentage of vehicles [2]. This high level of traffic congestion has brought many negative effects for society, either financial, time, or physiological losses.

One way to reduce the occurring traffic congestion is to control the crossroads using traffic lights. The use of traffic lights is intended to prevent traffic congestion due to irregular vehicles. Generally, traffic lights in Indonesia still operate on fixed cycles. [3]. In fact, the old regulatory system can no longer regulate traffic flows at the crossroads effectively due to uncertain and ever-changing road density conditions. This allows an ineffective traffic flow control because of the green-time that is not in accordance with the occurring vehicles queue [3]. To overcome this problem, an adaptive traffic light control system that can regulate traffic according to the actual conditions of the highway is utilized, so that the road can be used optimally [4].

Advantage of using this IoT is its low cost and its highest development, particularly for complex transportation systems. One of the main elements in this adaptive system is a data gathering process of actual conditions from the controlled crossroads. Existing adaptive systems carried out data collection on road density using varying ways, such as using sensor technology, radar technology, video technology, and wireless communication technology [5]. This existing data collecting method still has some shortcomings, for example there is a large amount of costs required for installation and equipment maintenance.

To get this problem under control, an Internet of Things (IoT) system has been used as a means to obtain road density data. The provided result is a method or algorithm to determine the duration of the green light.

Reference [3] discusses the design of adaptive traffic systems that can adjust the green light on based on the input data of the given road. Changes made by a control system in a form of fuzzy logic control. Data was retrieved by using sensors at managed junctions and other interconnected intersections. The provided result is a method or algorithm to determine the duration of the green light.

Another study has developed a Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) based adaptive traffic light system that changes based on vehicle speed at an intersection [6]. The designed system consists of three modules: (1) a vehicle module to collect car speed data using On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) device; (2) a ZigBee communication module for data transmission; and (3) a control module to provide instructions to the lamp based on analysis results of vehicle speed information obtained using an algorithm that has been designed.

Reference [7] designed an Adaptive Traffic Light Control System (ATLCS) using infrared sensors for density data collection. Data was used as a reference to determine time duration of the lamp. In an emergency, the system will give a green signal for a road with an emergency condition and red signal for other roads.

Another researcher examined an adaptive traffic light system that uses wireless sensor networks [8]. The research
focus was more on the traffic control algorithm. The system used a magnetic sensor as an input receiver in a form of waiting time and queue length.

III. MODEL OF AN ADAPTIVE SYSTEM

A. Basic Concepts and Architecture of Adaptive Control Systems

This adaptive traffic lights control system was designed with the ability to adjust green-time duration in an intersection based on actual conditions of road density. The system accessed road density data using Google Map API based on road data provided by users.

A system architecture is a series describing an arrangement of system's elements and how they work. The system architecture of this adaptive traffic light control system is divided into several parts, namely controllers, traffic lights, and internet connections to the Google API data server as displayed on the pad. The focus of this paper is the controlling part of this adaptive system. The controller's function is to retrieve density data from Google API server through internet connections, then utilize it as a reference to change time duration on the traffic lights. The control system software has been designed to be able to be used in various types of intersections for example 3-way junctions, four-way intersections or others.

The system architecture consists of two parts, software and hardware, shown in Fig. 1. The system's hardware is in form of a traffic light control series consisting of traffic lights, Raspberry Pi, relay module, and connections to the internet, as well as supporting parts such as LCD, mouse and keyboards. System software was developed using the Python programming language. This software consists of six main modules, namely road data input module, data gathering module, data processing module, time adjustment module, time adjustment application module, and traffic light control module.

B. System Flowchart

System flowchart is a series that describes activities occurring in this adaptive traffic lights control system. This flowchart was designed based on the system architecture that had been made. This traffic control system is generally shown in Fig. 2.

System's activities in this control system flowchart can be divided into three main parts, namely data input process, data processing process, and lamp control process. The data input process was started at the beginning before the other two processes were carried out. This process was carried out to obtain the intersection data that will be controlled, in a form of coordinate and monitored road side data.

Data processing and lamp control processes were designed to be able to run simultaneously at the same time. This data processing process was divided into three sections, namely data gathering section, data processing section, and time adjustment section. The function of data gathering section was to access density map data of each road side at the intersection that was set using the Google Map API, then store it in a storage as an image. This data gathering was carried out once a minute for ten minutes.

The function of data processing section was to analyse and convert obtained density map image into density figures, then look for the values of density and density trends in ten minutes of gathering time. The time adjustment section had a function to adjust green-time duration based on the average density value and density trend value. The lamp control process was designed to control traffic lights signal. This process utilized green-time duration data from data processing process as a
duration of green signal. Duration of red and yellow signals had a fixed value of three seconds for yellow signal and two seconds for red signal [9].

IV. PROCESS OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS CONTROL

A. Map Image Access and Processing

The controlling system accessed density map from Google through the web page, because the Google Map API used to access density map could only be used through a HTML web page. This web page was used to access road density actual data using the Google Map API. The obtained density data was in a form of road density map in colour. In order to make the system able to process image more easily, this map from google would be customized so that it only displayed the colour of road density using JavaScript.

This web page was then converted into an image. This density map image was analysed based on the existing density colour using an OpenCV. The OpenCV is a Python library used for image processing. In this system, only the road density in the left lane was taken into account. For this reason, this image processing was done to cut the road's left lane from the map image. The stages of image processing to the road density map image are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3(a) is the original image obtained from the Google Map API. Background of this image was then erased so that it looks like Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(c) shows an image thresholding process. This process was carried out to convert images into black and white images. Fig. 3(d) is a process to determine objects on a map using edge detection. The next process was object filtration by removing all objects other than the two lanes as shown in Fig. 3(e). Then, the left lane was cut and converted to polygons as shown in Fig. 3(f). This image was then used as a mask for Fig. 3(a) in order to obtain the colour density data from left lane in the map image. This result is shown in Fig. 3(g).

The road density figures was calculated based on (1).

$$Q = \sum_{i=1}^{n}(p_i/np) \times \omega$$

with $Q$ was the density figures, $p$ was the number of pixels of the colour density, $np$ was the available total pixel, and $\omega$ was the colour point. Colour point is density level of each colour available on the map. This density map values are 1 (the lowest) to 4 (the highest). The value of colour point is shown in Fig. 4.

Density data for 10 minutes of gathering period were used as a basis for obtaining density value and trend value. Density data
value was obtained by calculating the average of the density data, while the trend value or tendency value was obtained by using linear regression method.

B. Adjustment of Green-Time Duration

The adjustment of green-time duration was carried out in two stages. The first was to find the value of time adjustment and the second was to apply the time adjustment value into the previous time.

In the first stage, the system searched for time adjustment value based on density value and trend value. Time adjustment value is a value that must be applied to the previous time data to obtain a new time data.

The time adjustment value was divided into several types based on the conditions of obtained density and trend values. The conditions of density and trend values were each divided into three categories, so that time adjustment has the same value as the combination of the sum of the two, i.e., nine types. Table I displays nine-time adjustment values that occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Density Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 1.6 (Light)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Decrease)</td>
<td>-5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Increase)</td>
<td>+5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>+10 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second stage, the obtained time adjustment values were then applied into previous time data to obtain a new time data. The application of time adjustment value could not be added directly, because the green-time duration in traffic lights control system was limited with a minimum green-time duration and a maximum green-time total duration. Value of those two are 13 seconds and 160 seconds respectively for Pogung four-way intersection [9], [12].

C. Traffic Light Control

This process ran simultaneously with a series of image analysis process to time duration adjustment. In this process, system controlled signals from traffic lights based on the available time duration data. The time duration for green signal was obtained from green-time duration data file from image processing process. When the system updated the green-time data based on the current road condition, the controller process would access the new green-time data then adjust time duration of green signal based on the new data.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

A system simulation was carried out by running this adaptive control system to control an intersection for 24 hours. The controlled intersection was Pogung four-way intersection, Yogyakarta.

This intersection consists of four streets, i.e., southern part of Monjali St., Jembaran Baru UGM St., northern part of Monjali St., and Jati Mataram St. During the simulation, density value, trend value and green-time duration from each street branch in this intersection were stored as a simulation results data.

The analysed simulation results data were density data, trend value data, and time adjustment data from the northern section of Pogung four-way intersection. This data was considered to represent all occurring time adjustment inside the system because the time adjustment value at all street sections were obtained based on density and trend data by using a same equation.

The simulation data was presented based on the data gathering period, with one data gathering period was defined as a series of process in a system consisting of map image capturing for 10 minutes, density and trend values searching, time adjustment value setting, and the time adjustment value application to obtain the new time data.

The research was considered to be successful when the system could access map image with Google Map API, convert it into density data, calculate the density and trend values based on the obtained density data, and then adjust the green-time duration based on the density and trend values.

To test the system's success in adapting the time duration, an analysis on the obtained data of system's simulation results was carried out. This analysis on simulation results data was divided into two. The first was a testing analysis on each data by looking at the system's success in adjusting time duration based on the density and trend values. And the second was a testing analysis on the comprehensive simulation results data by finding a correlation between density and trend values with time duration.

A. Time Adjustment

In the first test, the adaptive system was considered to be successful if the occurring time adjustment corresponded to the time adjustment value based on the density and trend values. Data analysis was carried out by comparing the obtained adjustment value with the occurring time difference. Based on the category of density and trend values, the occurring time adjustment value was divided into nine types. Table II shows some examples of simulation data results from the northern street of Pogung four-way intersection based on the available nine types of time adjustment.

Table II shows several simulation results data in nine conditions of density and trend values that produce nine types of time adjustment values. Table II shows that the system has successfully adjusted time duration based on the density and trend values using time adjustment value categorization in Table I.

After the system obtained the time adjustment value, that adjustment value could not be directly added into the previous time data. The system had to ensure that the time duration of each road side was no less than 13 seconds and the total of entire time duration did not exceed 160 seconds.

The data of simulation results shows that there is no time duration that is less than 13 seconds and the total of the entire time duration does not exceed the 160 seconds limit. This indicates that the system has successfully adjusted the green-time duration without exceeding the predetermined limit value.
B. Correlation Analysis

The second test was an analysis of the entire data. In this test, the adaptive system was considered to be successful when there was a correlation between the density and trend values with the green-time duration. The data analysis was performed by finding the correlation coefficient between the density and trend values with green-time duration.

This correlation coefficient was obtained using multiple correlation method. This method was employed because the simulation results data consisted of two independent variables (density and trend values) and one dependent variable (green-time duration). Correlation coefficient values can be discovered using (2).

\[ R = \frac{r_{xy}}{\sqrt{n \sum X^2 - (\sum X)^2} \cdot \sqrt{n \sum Y^2 - (\sum Y)^2}} \]

(2)

with \( r_{xy} \) are simple correlation between \( X \) and \( Y \) variables. The value of \( r_{xy} \) can be calculated with (3).

\[ r_{xy} = \frac{n(\sum XY) - (\sum X)(\sum Y)}{\sqrt{[n \sum X^2 - (\sum X)^2] \cdot [n \sum Y^2 - (\sum Y)^2]}} \]

(3)

with \( n \) is the number of data each variable, \( \Sigma X \) is the number of \( X \) variable, \( \Sigma Y \) is the number of \( Y \) variable, \( \Sigma X^2 \) is the number of the squares of the \( X \) variable, \( \Sigma Y^2 \) is the number of the squares of the \( Y \) variable, and \( \Sigma XY \) is the number of \( X \) variable multiplied by \( Y \) variable.

Based on (2) and (3), the obtained value of correlation coefficient between density and trend values and time duration is of 0.740. This coefficient indicates that the existing correlation value is quite robust. A positive correlation coefficient value shows that this correlation is unidirectional. The significance test shows a significant correlation between density value and trend value on the green-time adjustment. This second test proves that changes in density and trend values on the street have a robust and significant influence on the occurring time duration adjustment.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a prototype of an adaptive control system has been made. This prototype is able to gather traffic density data with Google Map API and then adjust the duration of traffic lights based on the density data. Based on the conducted test, the obtained results show that the green-time duration fluctuates due to changes in the values of density and trend values. This shows that this adaptive traffic lights control system has successfully adjusted traffic lights settings to the actual conditions of the road density. It is also obtained that density value and density trend has a significant correlation with the green-time duration. The existing correlations are unidirectional. For that reason, it can be concluded that the occurring time adjustment is influenced by the density value and trend value.
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